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From the Head
I hope that you all had a lovely half
term and were able to enjoy the
wonderful weather we had in May.
This has been a good week back and
the children are starting to settle back
down to their online learning once
again. I am impressed by the high
standard of work achieved by the
children and how independent they
are all becoming. While live academic
morning lessons continue as
previously, all afternoon creative
sessions have live elements now, and
we are delighted that the children are
engaging so well in the lessons.

Welcoming Back Some of our Pupils
We have welcomed some of our pupils back to school this week as
primary schools and nurseries across England opened their doors
again to certain year groups. Seeing and hearing children again in our
beautiful school has been such a joy and everyone is getting used to
their ‘bubbles’.

We were excited to welcome back a
number of our Year 6, Year 1,
Reception and Nursery children and
some staff this week to a rather
different school to the one they left in
March, but all are adapting well, and
safety remains our key priority.
We are starting to put some plans in
place for September for the opening
of school in the Autumn Term,
subject to further Government
guidelines. More information will
follow soon.
Enjoy the weekend.
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On this Friday…
In 1933, the first drive-in theatre was
opened in the USA in Camden, New
Jersey.
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Where in Junior King's
is this?
Do you know where you might find this
on the school grounds?

Poem of
the week
How Doth the
Little Crocodile
How doth the little crocodile
Improve his shining tail,
And pour the waters of the Nile
On every golden scale!

How cheerfully he seems to grin,
How neatly spreads his claws,
And welcomes little fishes in,
With gently smiling jaws!
by Lewis Carroll

Weekly challenge
We’ve all been spending more time at home recently, becoming very well acquainted with the views from our windows and
gardens. Have you been noticing the seasonal changes in these views? The wildlife, the weather, the number of cars on the road or
people walking past? Draw a picture or write a short piece of creative writing about what you can see from your windows or in
your garden. If you would like to share this with us then we would love to see what you come up with. Please send your work to
challenge@junior-kings.co.uk.

Pause Online

Happy Birthday!

Dear Parents,
Firstly, thank you for taking the time to watch the
video messages I have been sending out over the
course of the summer term. In the Pupil Resources
section of Planet eStream there are also a number of
Bible stories I have recorded. Please do let your
children know where they can find them.

We wish a very Happy Birthday to
the following pupils and staff who
have their birthdays next week

Secondly, the Pause parents’ prayer group now meets
online, via Zoom. It is a relaxed time of catching up
with each other, having a short Bible reflection and
then praying for the things which are on our minds. If
you would like to join, you would be most welcome.
Just email me at rtugwell@junior-kings.co.uk and I
will add you to the group list. This term we meet at
1pm on a Thursday afternoon.
Beyond that, if you have anything which you would
like me to be praying about over the course of this
term, please do not hesitate to get in touch.

God bless,
Rev Rob Tugwell, Chaplain
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Year 8 at Work on Virtual
Spanish Play
While the Spanish Play cannot take place
as it usually would this term, 8L will be
giving their production the virtual
treatment this year. Plans are already
underway for this Spanish language
extravaganza, with creative ideas in place
to pull the production together, including
a version of the song ‘Shotgun’ by
George Ezra, sung with altered lyrics in
Spanish by Nathan. The plan is to have
this recording used as a backing track in
one of the videos. Click here to hear a
sneak preview. We can’t wait to see the
finished product! You will need the
password that was included in the email
with The Week.

Oliver performs virtually with
the Benedetti Sessions orchestra
Some exciting pupil news from
Oliver (Year 4), who, over the last
three weeks, has taken part in the
B e n e d e t ti S e s s i o n s v i r t u a l
orchestra.
He successfully
auditioned to be part of the final
concert where he played Paganini’s
Caprice No. 24 as part of the
advanced orchestra.
This was a huge project to be
involved in, with over 7,000
children taking part all over the
world!
There were over 1,000
cellists in Oliver’s section alone
that submitted audition videos, so
huge congratulations to him.

Year 6 Sight Reading
Year 6 have been working on their sight
reading in Drama this week. Here are
examples from Elena, who read from
‘Letters from the Lighthouse’; Lottie, who
took on an extract from ‘Pride and
Prejudice’; and Isabelle who tackled a
passage from ‘Malory Towers’. You will
need the password that was included in
the email with The Week.

Year 5 Creative Writing
Year 5 have been writing creatively this
week with pupils imagining what it would
be like to experience being in an Anderson
Shelter during an air raid as part of their
World War II topic. Some great work here
by Sophie and Casper.

I was staring at the black and
dark room with nothing to eat. I
felt so sad so gloomy and
thought why are we fighting in
my head. I could smell a burned
smell and I thought it was from
a bomb. There was a loud bang
and it was on our house. I
started to silently cry, tears
dripping down my face with a
sad terrified look.
Sophie
I slid into the safe shelter with
my mum and dad as I saw my
house explode into rubble. I felt
the hard debris on the walls of
the shelter scratch my face. The
only light source was a small
lamp on the hard floor.
Casper
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The Buzz with Barbara
Dear Friends,
I hope you all had a lovely half-term break? It was quiet around school, but I
was out enjoying the lovely warm sunshine. What a treat it was to play
outside all day.

Here I am playing hide and
seek in the flowers. I think I
am camouflaged well, don’t
you?

Mr Taylor let me borrow one of his
flowery deck chairs, so I settled
down with my sunglasses, hat and a
good book.

I was back at Park Farm for a socially
distanced pony lesson this week.
Pixie and I went out on a hack in the
apple orchard. I hope you like this
photo of me with Pixie!
I remembered my factor 50 sun
cream before getting the paddling
pool out.

Thank you all for sending your
rainbow pictures for my blog. The
next exciting blog post I would like
to do is to fill a page with photos of
YOUR beary-special teddy bears! If
you would like to send a photo of
you with a cuddly friend, please
email it to clapthorn@juniorkings.co.uk. Thank you so much,
everyone!
Mrs Marais made a special hammock for me after lunch. This was perfect for
an outdoor nap!
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Remote Learning –
Pupil Work
We are really enjoying seeing the work
that you are doing at home. Please do
keep sending in photos to your teachers
and form tutors so that we can include as
many of them in The Week as possible!
The cut off for any entries into The Week
is Thursday afternoon, 3pm. Anything
received after that will automatically be
saved for the following week’s edition.
Obviously it won’t be possible to include
everything we are sent in The Week, so
do look on our social media pages,
Facebook, Twitter and Instagram, for
more of your work.

We have loved seeing our pupils enjoying the recent sunshine in their gardens,
whether for work or for play.

In Maths this week, Year 2 have been
creating
arrays
and
writing
multiplication and division statements to
go with them. Some fun arrays here from
Chris and Olivia.

Members of Year 6 are doing projects on
the Romans. Edward made a marvellous
mosaic tile to complement his studies

Year 5 have been working on their own
William Morris inspired patterns. Lovely
designs here by Daniel, Saku, Zadie,
Elizabeth and Ziwang.
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Remote Learning
(Continued)

Year 8 worked hard on their optical illusions for Art last half of term. Mind-bending,
architectural works here by Isaac, Nathan and Philip.

Reception have been learning about
capacity and using measuring jugs this
week. James investigated with water in
the garden and Harriet used her learning
to make elderflower cordial with a bit of
help from Mini Miss Moore.

Year 1 have been all abuzz about bees! They’ve been discovering some ‘hive-truths’
about these essential creatures and droning on about how amazzzing they are. They
also carried out an investigation on how bees help with pollination.
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Year 2 have been learning about London, past and present, in
English. As part of this project they have been making their
very own timelines of their lives.

Remote Learning
(Continued)

Year 4 have been working on their own projects for History.
Some lovely posters here from Leah and Pippa on Queen Victoria
and Ada Lovelace. Leah also made this lovely crown to go with
her project!
Year 4 have been learning about Van Gogh in Art. The pieces here by Martha and Tina really capture his style.
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Answers to this week’s puzzle
Where in Junior King's answer: Above the front door to the main school building, near the drop-off zone.
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